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Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3 – Manufacture des Tabacs
6, cours Albert Thomas - Lyon 8e

Tuesday 14th November
10h-12h. “Introduction to Stylistics: the language of literature” salle 312
13h-15h. “Foregrounding grammar and lexis in fiction” salle 207

Wednesday 15th November
8h-10h. “Cohesion and coherence in fact and fiction” salle 4
10h-12h. “Figurative language in context” salle 249

Thursday 16th November
8h-10h. “Narrative, narration and point of view in literature” salle 240
10h-12h. “Narratives of Trauma: 7/7 and telling the same story twice” salle 240

Contact : Manuel Jobert - manuel.jobert@wanadoo.fr